Financial Fitness for Women

By Nancy Courtney

Why personal finance for women? Why should libraries collect materials on this topic? After all, money is genderless; investments gain or lose without regard to the sex of the investor. While it is true that women will be well served by the many general guides to personal finance available, there are a number of factors unique to women's experiences with money that require special scrutiny.

According to the U.S. Department of Labor, nine out of ten women will be solely responsible for their own finances at some point in their lives. Generally, women live longer than men, meaning they will have more years in retirement and need a bigger retirement fund. For married women, how a husband has chosen to take his retirement distributions can have a serious effect on his widow's income, as will his lack of a will or bad investments.

At the same time, women earn less than men and have smaller retirement savings. Often they do not stay at the same job long enough to become vested in a retirement plan or work in low-paying jobs that do not provide one. Still others spend a number of years outside the paid labor force caring for children or other family members. The financial cost of staying home for even a few years during a 40-year career can be extraordinary.

Women's attitudes toward money can also have a significant negative impact on their futures. Many married women raised with the idea that men should take care of the family finances, remain ignorant of money matters until divorce or widowhood forces them to deal with it.

Even otherwise very independent single women often shy away from learning about finance, thinking that it is too complicated. Additionally, women are often overly conservative with their investments, putting money into low-yielding but safe instruments rather than seeking the growth needed to outpace inflation.

Divorce also has serious financial consequences for women. Wives who have stayed out of the work force, who work at significantly lower-paying jobs than their husbands, who have not established credit in their own names, and who have shared all bank accounts jointly with their husbands are at significant risk. Women ignorant of family finances can easily underestimate the husband's assets or accept an unfavorable settlement too quickly. Likewise, remarriage can complicate women's financial lives.
Show her the money books

Because of these issues, it's important for libraries to update or expand their personal finance collections to include materials devoted specifically to women.

Many topics in personal finance—such as budgeting, saving, the cautious use of credit—are fairly timeless, and therefore books on those subjects can be retained longer. Others, particularly on taxation, can become dated quickly, and should be replaced frequently. (Note: The books below do not reflect the changes made by the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997 because they are so recent.)

The following bibliography includes basic guides on money management and personal finance, which will provide a valuable introduction to beginners. For more knowledgeable readers with specific needs, there are single-topic titles on investing, marriage, divorce, and more. Magazines, videos, and web sites have also been listed.

Starred (*) items are core purchases for public libraries. Academic and high school libraries should also consider providing information on a topic that is rarely covered in the classroom.

Basic Guides

Boston, host and producer of the TV show *The Color of Money*, promotes a sound strategy for building wealth (i.e., increasing net worth) by developing a financial plan, investing in real estate and the stock market, controlling spending and credit, and starting a business. He includes a chapter on the unique financial needs of black women. *(LJ 1/96)*


Investment advisor Broussard briefly covers the basics of personal financial management with an emphasis on the interests of Black women. There is a nice section on teaching money management to children. *(LJ 1/96)*


Practical information on preparing a budget, managing credit wisely, buying a car, buying and selling a house, and purchasing home, auto, and life insurance.


Crockett is the club's financial consultant and Felenstein, its founder. Information is given on all aspects of personal finance. As might be expected from a group of rather well-off women, there is a strong section on protecting your rights in case of divorce and strategies for communicating with husbands about the family finances.


Particularly useful for younger women starting out, this guide stresses basic issues, e.g., shopping for the best bank accounts, budgeting, leasing an apartment, beginning to invest, and planning for the future. *(IJ 6/15/97)*


Hayes, a psychology professor and founder of the National Center for Women and Retirement Research, explores women's attitudes toward money, especially those that prevent women from taking control of their financial lives. He offers practical steps for overcoming these mental obstacles and creating the basis for a sound financial plan.


Writing from a Christian perspective. Hunt (publisher of *Cheapskate Monthly*, a newsletter encouraging responsible personal finance) recounts her own journey through financial disaster and gives sound advice on spending less, saving more, and reducing debt.
Michaels examines the variety of ways in which women relate to money. Her enjoyable personal anecdotes deliver bits of common sense financial information without resorting to mind-numbing graphs and charts.

This uplifting book on saving, investing, and getting out of debt includes a strong section on insurance needs, particularly for long-term care insurance. (IJ 5/1/97)

The authors covers the basics of finance and investment, including chapters on the special needs of widows and divorced women. Especially helpful is the section on what to do immediately after the death of a spouse.

Investing

The focus here is on investing in individual stocks and bonds, choosing a stockbroker, and picking mutual funds. There is fairly detailed information on evaluating and monitoring stocks. Other types of investments—REITs, insurance, and investment clubs—are treated more briefly. (Lf 10/1/97)

A moderately detailed explanation of investing in stocks, bonds, and mutual funds, with chapters on online investment sources and investing information sources from the library. Retirement planning and hints for choosing a financial advisor are covered.

Straightforward advice on identifying risk tolerance and finding appropriate investments. Examples of investment strategies for different life stages are given.


Marriage & Divorce


Widowhood


Older Women

Retirement & Estate Planning

This guide by an attorney covers the intricacies of estate planning, including trusts and wills, federal estate and gift taxes, life insurance, and charitable giving. It is particularly valuable for its treatment of topics not usually covered, such as providing for disabled children and aging parents who are receiving state aid and for spouses who are not U.S. citizens.

Orman concentrates on seven crucial aspects of successful retirement: understanding your own investments, trusts vs. wills (she has a strong bias toward trusts), joint tenancy and gifting, healthcare power of attorney, long-term care insurance, joint and survivor benefits, and evaluating early retirement offers.

Psychology

A psychotherapist who specializes in the psychology of money explains how we develop attitudes toward money and outlines strategies for dealing with money conflicts.

This updated edition of Unbalanced Accounts: Why Women Are Still Afraid of Money (1987) uses personal narratives to illustrate women's emotional relationship with money.

Psychologist Olshan describes situations in which women allow men to control them using money and suggests ways to overcome them. No practical financial advice here but rather a discussion of personal relationships in a financial context. (LJ 5/1/94)

Drawing on her own experience with financial crisis and interviews with other women. Stanny discusses the powerful psychological (actors that keep women from becoming financially aware and how to overcome them.
**Periodicals**

For up-to-date information, see also *Smart Money, Kiplinger's Personal Finance Magazine*, and *Money*.


Aimed at women in the business world, this magazine has regular features on personal finance. Recent issues included articles on choosing long-term-care insurance, and finding and using investment information sources.

**Videos**


By profiling the lives of several women, this brief video stresses the importance of becoming knowledgeable about family finance, living on a budget, using credit wisely, buying a house, and investing for retirement and unexpected expenses


This practical video offers tips on organizing financial papers and preparing a budget, describes sources of retirement income, investment principles, and insurance needs, (LJ 3/1/92)

**Web Sites**

Women's Wire. [http://www.womenswirc.com](http://www.womenswirc.com)

Updated daily, this web page features news, articles, live chats, and more. Its "Cash" section includes a mutual fund corner, a stock-quote finder, and an interactive Q&A forum.

Women's Connection Online. [http://www.womenconnect.com](http://www.womenconnect.com)

This online community of professional women and female businessowners includes regular features on personal finance- from investing in tax-free bonds to handling an inheritance.

**The Developing Schedule**

LJ’s Collection Development series presents a selection of recent and older titles that can be used to build a core collection. Materials for consideration should be submitted to Wilda Williams (212-463-6472: E-mail wilda@lj.cahners.com) six months in advance of the dates listed below. We send the lists to major library wholesalers.